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Chairman’s Column
In my last Chairman’s column in June, I hoped
that we would have some real Summer weather
to enjoy, and we have indeed had one of our
best Summers, even if it meant more work
watering the garden.
Many of you will have heard that our U3A
holiday on the River Danube was cancelled the
day before departure, due to extreme flooding.
This resulted in a “State of Emergency” being declared in many of
the towns we were to visit. Very disappointing, but you cannot keep
the U3A down, and Winnie immediately reorganised the holiday for
2014.
Sheila organised a party of us to visit Chichester and the “Theatre
in the Park” to see “Barnum”, an excellent production. Everyone
enjoyed a full day with time for lunch, a visit to the beautiful
Cathedral and even some shopping!
We continue to look at starting more Groups but realise that
members often do not have enough hours in the day. If you want to
meet busy people join the U3A. It is incredible that there are still a
lot of people who are not aware of the U3A and what it has to offer.
So please spread the word.
I hope you enjoy this new issue of the Newsletter. The Editors rely
on all of us to contribute with news of our Groups’ activities or any
items of interest.
Remember the Approach of the U3A is: “The Teachers learn and The Learners Teach”
“Learning is for Pleasure”
We can all contribute.

Mary C
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Thames Cruise

O

ur Midsummer Event this year was a Bateaux cruise along the
Thames from Victoria Embankment past Tower Bridge until the
turn of the tide. I managed to organise parking at the Leatherhead
Leisure Centre where the coach picked us up and took us to the steps
of the Embankment Pier where we boarded the mv Harmony. We
demolished a delicious meal whilst viewing the changing scenery
through the picture windows and it made us realise how much the
land alongside the river had changed over the years. It was quite a
shock to see that a lot of the old - what had seemed impenetrable buildings with which we had become familiar through the years - had
been demolished to make way for vast, modern ones, overshadowing
those left.
The River Thames is one of the oldest trade route rivers in the world
and the wealth of historical significance unfolded as we sailed. The
commentary was no doubt full of information but, unfortunately, the
amount of chatter (not from us, I may add) made it nigh impossible
to hear. Nonetheless, we thoroughly enjoyed the experience and,
knowing that the coach would be at the landing stage to take us
home, meant that we could thoroughly enjoy the wine as well!
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We had free time at the end of the cruise which gave those walk
enthusiasts time to go to Covent Garden and beyond. They
encountered impromptu concerts on route which added to the
pleasure of the day. Others just sat on seats on the Embankment and
enjoyed the view.
In an effort to get all the party in the group photo Graham backed
into a busy road and nearly got run over by a Boris bike, but he survived. Could have been a nasty mess to clear up at the end of a lovely,
relaxed day.
Winnie

Croquet

A

fter a faltering start due to the very inclement weather and yes one or
two ‘Sporting Injuries’, the season is now well established. On a blazing
day in July five local U3A teams competed at Polesden Lacey. Fetcham battled
bravely on the unfamiliar lawns, but the eventual winners were Bookham with
Leatherhead as runners up. Afterwards one or two Fetcham players were heard
to suggest they might go and view the World Championships at Surbiton in
August to pick up a few tips!
In September we had our annual game with Epsom U3A which is very popular
and always well attended, no doubt influenced by anticipation of the lovely
buffet lunch laid on by Sarah White the Epsom Sports club Manager!
New members are always welcome. Please contact John or Pam if interested.

The picture is taken at
Polesden Lacey with Jenny
and Ian locked into a ding
dong battle with Leatherhead
U3A. Sorry to say they just
lost!
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Bridge for Improvers

W

e are a very friendly and small group of some sixteen
members. The sessions tend to be relatively informal
and although there is always a specific area of bidding or play
covered, because we are a small group there are plenty of
opportunities for questions and answers.

The group originally started out as a "bridge for beginners" but we are well past
that level now. I would say that the level the lessons are geared to is at a sound
club player's standard.
We do have vacancies, so why not come along and join us on the first and third
Thursdays in the month – 2 pm in the Reading Room, Fetcham.
David

General Knowledge Quiz
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Which dance shares its name with the
Spanish word meaning ‘Sauce’?
Which cocktail is made using vodka, orange
juice and galliano?
In the TV series ‘Ironside’ who played the
wheelchair bound detective?
Michael Jackson had a pet chimpanzee, what was its name?
In which children’s programme does the character ‘Zebedee’
feature?
Who was the second man to walk on the moon?
Which TV quizmaster is known for the expression ‘I’ve started
so I’ll finish’?
In musical terms what does ‘Da capo’ mean?
The children’s character Noddy. What colour was his hat?
Which country stretches for about 2,650 miles down the
Pacific coast of South America?

Answers on page 16
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Card Group 1

O
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n a day in JUNE, before the very hot weather, nine ladies of our card
group were being very creative.

This being one of our special meetings, we were glass etching, with a good
selection of plain glass, vases and even a mirror. We started the day with a very
welcome cup of coffee, then it was down to work. First we had to choose our
design then draw onto a special adhesive paper and cut out the design. That
took a couple of hours.
We had a wonderful lunch cooked by the group leader Jan. Then we put the
designs onto our various vases etc, painted on the chemicals, waited awhile
then washed it off. Every one of us had a very special vase or glass to take
home. Another very successful day, thanks to Jan.
Yvonne

Did you notice!

In our June newsletter, due to a printing error, two lines were
missing from this quotation. Do you know them?

“When a man is tired of London he is
tired of life for there is in London all that
Answer on page 16
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Walking 4 - One Hour Walkers

H

aving finally shed our woolly scarves, hats and gloves, we found ourselves having to cancel walks due to the intense heat! No matter, we are
now back on track with our weekly programme of local countryside walks.
By the time you read this we will have celebrated the first anniversary of our
group, and I have been very grateful to other group members who have led
walks – Brenda, Sonia, Teresa, Shirley P, Molly and Jackie.
Surprisingly, we haven’t yet run out
of flattish walks within a 20 minute
drive. We always have tea/coffee
after a walk and, on predetermined
dates, we will also have lunch
together.
If you would like to join us, please
do contact me.

Workshop

MAKE A DECORATIVE GIFT BOX
led by Jenny

Monday 28 October …
10 - 12.30pm
£5.00 to include all materials
Contact Mary H
to book a place

Liz
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Jazz Appreciation

W

e began
the year
with pianists Dave
Brubeck, Gene
Harris, Eliane Elias
and finally Kenny
Barron with the Classical Jazz Quartet
playing the Brandenberg Concerto.
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the group simply because any musician
over 18 had already been called up.
Mind you Ronnie was extremely
advanced and more than held his own
with some very famous names.

Amongst other records played were
pianists Monty Alexander, Hank Jones
and Herbie Hancock, all brilliant but
quite different stylists. Then a couple
of big bands - Woody Hermann and
the Allan Ganley big band, a tribute
Amongst instrumentalists we heard
record issued after his sudden death
Houston Person on tenor saxophone,
several years ago. For those who are
Roy Hargrove on trumpet and flugelunaware Allan was one of this
horn and Lee Ritenour on guitar - who
country’s finest drummers and
was still impressive at Ronnie Scott’s a
arrangers and spent many years
year ago.
working with John Dankworth - and
Also included was a quintet led by
into the bargain he was my best man.
Ronnie playing ‘All the things you are’,
At one of our meetings one of the
a group led by Charles Mingus playing
members suggested we make a
a well-known blues and Frank Wess on
feature of vocalists, this was very
flute and saxophone. Vocal tracks
popular. We included Barbara
came from Ella Fitzgerald accompanied
Streisand, Tony Bennett, Cleo Laine
by Nelson Riddle and Jack Jones
with Mel Torme, The Four Freshmen,
singing ‘Angel eyes’.
Sue Raney, Ella Fitzgerald, Natalie Cole,
I acquired a boxed set of British
Matt Munro, Shirley Horn, Elaine
recordings from the 1950s which
Delmar, Rosemary Clooney and Diana
included a large number of Kenny
Krall.
Graham’s Afro Cubists - and also Kenny
In additional members were encourBaker and friends - all very good
aged to bring in one or two of their
quality and of particular interest to
own favourite records.
me. I was fortunate playing with Kenny
Baker quite often when playing with
At most meetings I play a few solo
Cab Kaye at the Orchard Club just
pieces on my piano. We meet on the
before being called up in 1944. Kenny first Wednesday evening in the month.
If anyone is interested please contact
was in the RAF stationed in London.
Roy.
Ronnie Scott was in the band, only 16 me.
at the time, and we were elevated to
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W

e continue to meet weekly, Thursday lunchtimes
at South Bookham SPACE.

There are vacancies for the second half of the term,
starting 31st October. Suitable for beginners and
improvers. The group is a friendly mixed sex group with
members also from Horsley, Leatherhead and Bookham
U3As.
Pilates is an ideal exercise system, designed to mobilise and strengthen all the
bits that support your back. We have a trained instructor, Sue Buckland, who
adapts the exercises to suit our U3A age and individual abilities.
Please contact Hugh if you are interested in joining the group.

!! ADVANCE NOTICE !!
Herb Pot Workshop
Wednesday 5 March or
Wednesday 2 April 2014 at
2.00pm
Come and put together your own herb
pot for indoor or outdoor growing.
All materials provided.
Look out for more details in the next
issue of Fetcham in Focus
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Vegetable Gardening

O
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ver the summer months we have been on three visits ‘behind the scenes’
to learn more about growing techniques.

The Kitchen Gardener at West Dean, Chichester, among other things, showed
us how she trained her fruit trees into unusual shapes, took a very practical and
no-nonsense view of growing only what she knew would grow in the conditions
there, and described their soil enrichment programme.
A horticultural specialist at Wisley RHS Gardens took us round the model
vegetable garden, fruit garden and trails field. He included a demonstration
on how to prune fruit trees, how to thin fruit, as well as describing some of the
cultivation methods used at Wisley.
Finally, the Farm Manager at Garsons, Esher, took us round the Pick Your Own
showing us, as part of the general information, the crop protection they use as
the ability to chemically control pests and diseases diminishes, and was very
helpful in advising on varieties of vegetables and fruit.
All the visits were thoroughly enjoyable, very informative, and those taking us
round were extremely generous in giving us their time and sharing their
expertise.
As we are now a group of 13, we regretfully have to say that we have no
vacancies, but please contact me if you are interested as I will gladly hold a
waiting list.
Liz
West Dean - Cold frames

Wisley - Vegetable patch
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O

ur group visited Ranmore Wines in August, where the
owner, Mike Watkins, gave us a very interesting and
informative tasting.

We were fascinated initially by the seating area – a long oak
table top from Norbury Park Wood Products, sitting on used
barrels from Denbies – perfect! Mike explained how he
started a company called Just Champagne twelve years ago,
sending champagne gifts all over Europe and the UK. This led to another
company – Just Drink Gifts, then more recently, Ranmore Wines.
They have been on the site at Dunley Hill Court for about ten years, in
several different premises, moving to the current location a few years ago. He
explained about their connection with the Languedoc region of France and how
they have now branched out to cover wines from many other countries. Then
he moved on to give us some general thoughts about Old World wines versus
New World wines. We then tasted two Sauvignon Blancs, two Pinot Noirs and
two Merlots – one of each from the Old and the other from the New World.
Mike was very welcoming and informative and showed us the warehouse and
packing area before we left, having had a very enjoyable afternoon with him.
Jo & Ernie
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Inland Waterways
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I

n July we decided to make the most
of the light evenings and organise a
trip for the group to go to Chichester
and take an evening boat trip on the
Chichester Canal. This is a short canal
only 4 miles in length and runs from
Chichester itself to Chichester
Harbour. Currently only 2 miles is open
to navigation, but the Canal Society
hopes that after 15 years in the
planning the remaining section will
eventually be opened up again.

bridge at Donnington, (the small boat
‘the Egremont’ goes further as it does
not need a winding hole to turn
round).

We then moored at a landing stage for
about half an hour so that we could
We met up at the canal basin in the
take a short walk to Crosbie Bridge and
late afternoon sunshine and boarded see the view of Chichester captured by
the Richmond, a wide beamed boat
Turner in one of his paintings. The
which would accommodate us all
skipper asked if we could spot the
comfortably and, most importantly,
‘painter’s licence’ used by Turner as
had a loo! It does take up to 42
some of the features in his painting
passengers but we decided to limit
differ from the actual. If you would
numbers to 20 so that we could wine find out what these are perhaps I could
and dine as we cruised. The skipper
suggest a trip on one of the two canal
and crew were fantastic and provided boats, where you can see a post card
not only information on the canal but of the painting and also help raise
all the cutlery, plates and glasses, so all funds to extend the canal.
we needed was our cold buffet. This
Our evening ended back at the basin,
splendid feast was provided by two of
where we made the most of what
the girls, and followed up with strawremained of the daylight chatting and
berries and cream, profiteroles, then
enjoying the last of our wine and a
cheese and biscuits. No washing up
coffee at some picnic benches on the
afterwards which added to the enjoyquayside.
ment.
If you would like information on the
We made our way slowly along the
Chichester Canal Society and the boat
canal amidst ducks, swans and many
trips their website link is: http://
canoeists – quite a challenge for our
chichestercanal.org.uk
skipper. Our trip ended just past the
Jenny
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Beginners’ Bridge Stage 2

W

e have just started our second year with the Group and,
having covered the basic outline of how bridge is played,
we moved on during the Spring to give an insight to the complexities of bidding, defence and declarer play. Learning about bridge is
a never ending quest and, in spite of a playing ‘career’ spanning
more than 35 years, Tim still learns things about the game every
time he plays.
This Group now numbers 23 and our second year will continue the building of a
sound technique without which real progress is hard to achieve. We (and the
Group) greatly enjoy our sessions together which, because of Hall availability
and other distractions, take place on irregular Wednesday afternoons.
It would be difficult to absorb any new true beginners because of the progress
we have made but, if anyone needs to refresh forgotten skills at the game, we
would be happy to discuss their joining us.
Tim & Ann

Wine Groups Social

E

ach year all the Wine groups meet to enjoy an evening together learning
and tasting wines from a particular country or region. This year it is the
turn of wine groups 4, 5, 6 and 8 to organize the event and this is being held on
18 October, a few days prior to this newsletter being published.
We are planning to have a Gaelic theme, ‘Languish in
Languedoc’ with a French presenter, Lits Philippou from
Just Champagne Ltd. Lits will be presenting 6 wines for us to
taste from the Languedoc region of France, 1 sparkling, 3 red
and 2 white. We will be enjoying French food, French music
and a truly French atmosphere.
This will be the ninth year we have held this event and have covered many
countries, sampling both old and new world wines, and we are anticipating
another evening expanding our knowledge of the wines of the world.
Leaders of Wine Groups 4,5,6 and 8
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Email Scams
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M

any of our members may have seen the
recent episode of BBC’s ‘Rip off Britain’
where the presenter Angela Rippon investigated the
fraudsters who hacked her email account. She, like
one of our members, had her email account taken
over by scammers who sent out letters to all her friends requesting
that they send her money, in her case £1,200, following her alleged
mugging whilst she was on holiday in Spain. Fortunately both scams
failed.
The list below shows some of the scams used by the hackers of
Angela Rippon’s account. More of us are now using the Internet for
emailing, banking, purchase of goods and services etc. The Internet
is inherently safe so long as you are vigilant at all times.
Spoofing - Email sent from someone pretending to be someone else
is known as spoofing. Spoofing may take place in a number of ways.
Common to all of them is that the actual sender's name and the
origin of the message are concealed or masked from the recipient.

Phishing for data - Spoof messages purporting to be from an existing company, perhaps one with which the intended victim already has
a business relationship. The 'bait' in this instance may appear to be a
message from 'the fraud department' of, for example, the victim's
bank, which asks the customer to: "confirm their information"; "log in
to their account"; "create a new password", or similar requests. If
the 'fish' takes the 'bait', they are 'hooked' -- their account
information is now in the hands of the con man, to do with as they
wish - Angela Rippon.

Bogus offers - The fraudulent offer typically features a popular
item or service, at a drastically reduced price. If it is too good to be
true, it is Scam!
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Requests for help - The "request for help" type of email fraud takes
this form. An email is sent requesting help in some way –
Angela Rippon.
Email fraud may be avoided by:
• Keeping one's email address as secret as possible.
• Keeping a strong but different Password for each account.
• Using a spam filter.
• Noticing the several spelling errors in the body of the "official
looking" emails.
• Ignoring unsolicited emails of all types and simply deleting them.
• Ignoring offers from unknown sources.

Many frauds go unreported to authorities, due to feelings of shame,
guilt, or embarrassment. If you have been recently subject to a
potential scam, please let us know so we can inform other members.
Malcolm

Parcel Delivery Phone Scam

H

ouseholders are being tricked into ringing a
premium-rate phone number in a con which is
leaving them with phone bills costing hundreds of
pounds which they cannot afford to pay.

Bogus postal cards are being pushed through people's doors asking
the occupants to call 0906 6611911 (a Premium rate number) to
arrange the delivery of a parcel. However, the parcel does not exist
and callers are redirected to a premium-rate number in Belize, which
charges astronomical fees.

Do not call this number, this is a mail scam originating from
Belize. If you call the number and you start to hear a recorded
message you will already have been billed £315 for the phone call.
Anyone who receives a card with these details on it is urged to
contact Royal Mail Fraud on 020 7239 6655.
Malcolm
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Kingston Upon Thames
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K

ingston was the ancient market town where Saxon
kings were crowned. Though it now lies outside
the borders of the County of Surrey, Kingston remains
the location of the administrative headquarters of
Surrey County Council.
For much of the 20th century, Kingston was a major military aircraft manufacturing centre specialising in fighter aircraft – first with Sopwith
Aviation, H G Hawker Engineering, later Hawker Aircraft, Hawker Siddeley
and eventually British Aerospace. The legendary Sopwith Camel, Hawker
Fury, Hurricane, Hunter and Harrier were all designed and built in the town
Ten Facts about Kingston Upon Thames
• The Coronation Stone, next to the Guildhall naming the seven Anglo
Saxon Kings reputedly crowned in Kingston in the tenth century.
• Clattern Bridge, the oldest bridge in Surrey still in use. ‘Clattern’ comes
from the clattering sound of horse’s hooves.
• Queen’s Promenade, made in Queen Victoria’s reign, who often came
through Kingston on her way to Claremont House.
• Charter Quay with a piazza, cafes and restaurants, a theatre and
wetland area replaced the old waterfront Industry of Kingston.
• Kingston Bridge was replaced in 1828, and widened in 1914 and 2001.
Kingston’s old wooden bridge was the only crossing above London Bridge
until 1729.
• Kingston’s ancient Market Place, dates from 1170. Royal Charters have
let Kingston set up markets to sell goods for over 800 years.
• The Market House, dating from 1840, was previously the Town Hall and
now houses the Tourist Information Centre.
• All Saints Church which includes the site of St Mary’s Saxon Chapel.
• Bentalls store was completed in 1935 to a design by architect Maurice
Webb and was inspired by Wren's design for Hampton Court.
• Lovekyn Chapel, built in 1309 and understood to be the only free standing
chantry chapel in England.
Sir Thomas Octave Sopwith set up one of Kingston’s famous companies.
Malcolm
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Sir Thomas Octave Murdoch Sopwith
Sopwith became interested in flying after seeing John
Moisant flying the first cross-Channel passenger flight.
He soon taught himself to fly and took to the air on his
own for the first time on 22 October 1910.
On 18 December 1910, Sopwith won a £4,000 prize for
the longest flight from England to the Continent in a
British-built aeroplane., He used the winnings to set up
the Sopwith School of Flying at Brooklands.
In June 1912 Sopwith set up the Sopwith Aviation
Company in Kingston. The company produced more than
18,000 British World War I aircraft for the allied
forces, including 5,747 of the famous Sopwith Camel
single-seat fighters.

Anniversary Torches
Are you trying to think what to
get as a little something for
children and grandchildren? How
about one of our Anniversary
Torches. We do have a few
available which we are now selling at £3.00
each. They make very acceptable gifts.
Please contact Bryan if you are interested.

To obtain all information concerning Fetcham U3A please see our
website www.fetchamu3a.org
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The quotation should read -

“When a man is tired of London he is
tired of life for there is in London all that
life can afford”
Dr Samuel Johnson

Quiz Answers
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Salsa
A Harvey Wallbanger
Raymond Burr
Bubbles
Magic Roundabout
Buzz Aldrin
Magnus Magnusson
Return to the beginning
Blue
Chile

Lunch on the Thames Cruise

This newsletter with its many photographs may be
viewed in colour on our website
www.fetchamu3a.org.

Editor this issue: Judy
Cover Design:
John
Photographs by Explore London groups

